
James Richmond
Sandy, UT | linkedin | github | jamcamrich.com | jblackenmusic@gmail.com | (385) 290-5183

SKILLS
Languages: Javascript, Typescript, HTML, CSS, Python, C#, linux
Tools: React, TailwindCSS, SQL, Flask, postgreSQL, AWS, Azure, ServiceNow, Adobe
Interests: AI, Automation, Music, Video Games, Travel

EDUCATION
DevMountain Certificate of Software Engineering June 2023
Dixie State University December 2019
Salt Lake Community College August 2018

EXPERIENCE
DevMountain | Lehi, UT February 2023 - June 2023
Student Developer portfolio
-- Designed interactive websites using figma and implemented using Javascript, with integration into both
Node.js and Flask frameworks.
-- Created test cases using Selenium and Jest to verify proper functionality of applications and enhance
application reliability and user experience.
-- Planned and deployed database models to store user information, pictures, and files in postgreSQL/ MySQL
databases for a seamless user experience.
-- Deployed web applications on remote servers and databases to optimize website data storage. Achieved
quick response times and ensured constant uptime.

IKEA | Draper, UT January 2020 - Present
Sales & Logistics
-- Volunteered to help open the store to fulfill online orders through covid. Together we opened the store and
started serving 100 orders a day.
-- Compiled daily reports for each department, detailing which products should be prepped for more stock,
need more space, and what other departments have their product, allowing shopkeepers make informed decisions
on their products
--Managed sales locations and allocated space to each product based on current sales and stock, resulting in a
30% increase of product direct flow.
-- Shadowed Sales Supply Specialists and acquired hands-on experience extracting and analyzing information
to make informed decisions.

Planet Fitness | Taylorsville, UT August 2018 - August 2019
Assistant Manager
-- Lead a team of 15 member service professionals and implemented ongoing training during our gym tours to
guarantee an impactful and informative experience for potential members
-- Compiled daily reports for the Gym manager, including signups/cancellations, amenity usage, and in-club
purchase, providing organized insights for informed decision-making on gym statistics.
-- Conducted weekly/monthly audits on exercise machines, tanning beds, and massage chairs, ensuring safety
and high member satisfaction.
-- Coordinated weekly shipments of essential items, including cleaning supplies, tanning lotion, and energy
drinks and ensured accurate quantities were delivered.
-- Active participant in franchise meetings, contributing insights and perspectives to support collaborative
decision-making and enhance franchise operations.
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